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AHL Generic
PASTE - PASTE ZINC OXIDE EUGENOL CEMENT
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

This product is designed for first aid only and professional treatment should be sought as
soon as possible.
REPLACING DISLODGED CROWNS AND BRIDGES:
1.
Wash hands thoroughly.
2.
Remove any old cement from around the tooth / teeth and the inside (fitting) surfaces
of the crown / bridge. Rinse the mouth and crown / bridge free of food or other
debris using water and a toothbrush if available.
3.
Check seating of crown / bridge is still ok.
4.
Measure equal lengths of catalyst and base pastes (2cm approx.) onto a clean
mixing surface and mix thoroughly for 10-20 secs.
5.
Transfer some of the fluid mixed cement to the inside (fitting) surfaces of the crown /
bridge and re-seat in the mouth as quickly as possible.
6.
After 5 mins, any excess cement may be trimmed CAREFULLY from the margin of
the crown / bridge. Allow 1 hour after repair before eating.
REPLACING LOST FILLING OR BROKEN TOOTH:
1.
Wash hands thoroughly.
2.
Rinse the mouth free from food or other debris using water and a toothbrush if
available.
3.
Measure equal lengths of catalyst and base pastes (2cm approx.) onto a clean
mixing surface and mix thoroughly for 10-20 secs.
4.
Leave the mixed cement to stand for 2-3 mins. During this time the cement will
become stiff and putty-like in texture.
5.
Roll the putty-like cement into a ball using a clean finger and thumb. Press the
cement into the cavity ensuring all gaps are filled. Smooth the surface of the cement
quickly if necessary.
6.
After a further 3 minutes, any excess cement may be trimmed CAREFULLY from the
surrounding tooth surface. Allow 1 hour after repair before eating.
CAUTION:
Catalyst contains eugenol. IRRITANT. Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
STORAGE:
Store in a cool dry place (5-25ºC)
BATCH CODE:
The batch code gives an open date of manufacture in month, year, day format
with a numerical suffix to uniquely identify the batch of material. Please quote this
batch number in all correspondence.
The expiry date is shown in year, month format. Do not use the product after this
date.
SPECIALLY FORMULATED FOR USE IN DENTISTRY
REF:

312X1

1 x Catalyst Paste 5g Tube and 1 x Base Paste 10g Tube

Advanced Healthcare Ltd., Tonbridge, Kent, TN11 8JU, UK
Tel: +44 1892 870500
Fax: +44 1892 870482
Advanced Healthcare Ltd operate a policy of continuous monitoring and improvement of
our products. If you have any comments about this product, please contact us at the
above address stating the batch number shown on the packaging.
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